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Project Definition:
It is an interactive, entertaining and educative installation for children. 

Target audience/user:
Children (i haven't decided either if it is an educative game (about teaching letters, numbers, songs etc.) 
for children who are 5-9 years old, or a game for older children who can already play ps3 games)

Goals and Objectives:
- to draw attention to traditional animation
- introduce traditional animation to children without boring them 
- present this old technique in a more contemporary way (combine the old and the new)
- create something fun, interesting and educative for children
- develop my skills and learn new softwares

Background Information (reasons for this project):
I am really interested in drawing, illustration, storyboarding and character design. Last year, in Sabanci 
University i took the 'Figure Drawing' course which i enjoyed a lot and we were drawing frames from live 
models and animate them by taking photographs of them. I also took the 'Illustration as Communication' 
course, and we had to illustrate a Turkish nursery rhyme, I created a flipbook for that project. Although I 
had to draw many frames and it was a long-time consuming work, i liked it a lot as well. I started to think 
about this nursery rhyme and flipbook’s concept, and I came up with the idea of doing something for 
children. Another motivation was the 2D Animation course that i am taking in the Catolica University in 
Porto at the moment, we are doing some exercises these days. So I was sure that i won’t be bored doing 
something with 2D Animation considering my background experience. However, i was thinking to turn 
this idea somehow into something more contemporary. After some research, I decided to make this an 
interactive project. Here is how i put all ideas in a content:

Nowadays film industries is more focused on computer-animated cartoons and images, 3D animations, 
movies with many visual effects. However, there are many reasons to prefer the old cartoons that were 
done with traditional animation techniques rather than today's advanced computer-animated films. First of 
all, we can compare the two in terms of money and time consuming. To give examples with numbers: In 
computer generated imagery example: It took around 3 years to make a movie like Shrek 2001 (90 min, 
with a budget of $60 million and over 275 artists working on it), but in traditional animation example: It 
took 1-2 years to make a film like Rugrats in Paris: The Movie 2000 (78 min, a budget of $30 million and 
had just over 90 animators work on it). This example was not to point out that Shrek was less succesful 
but to show that the challenge in 3D animation may be to accomplish what you want with the limited 
budget and time. And the most important thing is the computer generated animations with low budgets 
usually look like unfinished video game cutscenes. Secondly, mistakes can exist in animations. However, 
they are more noticable in computer generated imageries and animations while they are not as apparent in 
2d animations as long as there is a good strategy to cover it up. Thirdly, 2d animations can do more with 
less. I would like to give the example of Garfield. Although this is a little subjective, the old Garfield show 
in 2D was much fun and succesful than the new show on Cartoon Network in 3D. This proofs that there 
is no need of expensive productions and high technology effects in animations to create something good.
    
After thinking about these ideas, i started to make research about traditional animation techniques. Roto-
scoping is an animation technique in which animators trace over footage, frame by frame, for use in live-
action and animated films. Originally, recorded live-action film images were projected onto a frosted glass 
panel and re-drawn by an animator. This projection equipment is called a rotoscope. Although this device 
has been replaced by computers in recent years, I think it is a form of art that should still remain. Other 
than rotoscoping, cut-out animation, multi-sketching with tablet, 2D animation, traditional animation on 
paper are other forms of animations that I am interested in. So i may use one of these techniques.



Children, as cartoons' general audience, tend to be exposed to many new computer games, many techno-
logical innovations and lots of fun stuff to do recently. To be able to draw their attention to these old 
forms of animation techniques and make it as fun and ‘technological’ as the ones today, I am planning to 
combine traditional with interactivity. This way they will be introduced to traditional animation without 
being bored. They will something new and interesting in the old. I am thinking i may even use characters 
that will remind old Disney characters etc. 

Another interesting point in my project is the contrasts in my process of doing it. Because i am going to 
use one of the oldest animation making techniques and combine it with an interactive installation which 
is one of the newest things today. The same applies to the motion capture technique, because in 
rotoscope, animators used to use live models to capture their motion, but in my project, i will be using 
Kinect device to capture and track the childrens' motions. In addition, i am turning a classic cartoon into 
a fun, updated, contemporary game (or educative game).

Detailed Project Description:
It is basically an interactive entertaining and educative installation for children. What i have in my mind 
is a black and white 2D animation projected on a wall. This animation can be done in rotoscoping style 
or on paper with the help of a light table or with a tablet and a software. First, I have to decide on the 
content to know either it is going to be an entertaining extraordinary game or a fun way to connect with 
children to teach them knowledge according to their age. After deciding this, I have to design a character 
(or more than one) for it and create a story. When the animation is done, it will be projected on a wall and 
I will use a Kinect camera (or maybe a microphone as well) for the interaction. The camera is going to 
track the body movements of children so that they will be able to interact with the animation with their 
body movements or voices. Animation is going to change accordingly. 

Required Know-How and Resources:
Learn how to work with a software to help me do the animation, i am thinking about Dragon.
Learn how to work with Kinect and Synapse software
Learn how to use Max/MSP
Learn how to receive OSC in Max
Learn how to draw png in Max or Processing
Learn how to deal with hardware (projectors, cameras, microphones etc.)

Inspirations:

https://vimeo.com/2237080  
(this is the most related one to my project, because they use an old atari game 
and make it interactive to attract children)

https://vimeo.com/2236677

https://vimeo.com/32437292

http://amandahealey.ca/projects/project-columbia/

https://vimeo.com/23923692

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tnz49p_xBg4&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1xdu_DgOGLE&feature=related (Old Garfield)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NLO1YZq3Cz8 (New Garfield on Cartoon Network)


